
CONSEQUENCES AND REINFORCEMENT FAQ’s 
 

How do we as adults face consequences in our everyday life?   

Consequences are the result of how we behave in our world.  They can be positive or 
negative, but for this session we’ll talk about negative consequences.  As long as we do 
what is required of us or what we know is safe and healthy, we avoid negative 
consequences. 

What are examples of negative consequences?   

Getting a ticket for speeding, being late for work if you don’t set our morning alarm, having 
our utilities cut off if you don’t pay the bill, hurting your leg if you don’t watch where you’re 
walking, etc.  

If our children also face consequences how will that help them? 

They also will behave based upon what is healthy and safe until it affects them negatively. 

Consequences are designed to reduce or increase behavior?  

For our FAQ, negative consequences are designed to reduce behavior. 

What is a natural consequence and what is a logical consequence?  

A natural consequence happens without anyone doing anything to prevent it. For 
example, if you are supposed to eat a bland diet and you put hot sauce on your food, the 
natural consequence is that your stomach will hurt.  A logical consequence occurs when 
a rule or behavior goes against rules.  For example, if a child turns on the television after 
dinner when she should be doing her homework, the logical consequence is for the parent 
to turn off the television.  

What is the difference between a right and a privilege for children?   

For rights, children are minors and therefore must be taken care of by an adult. They are 
entitled to being safe, having food, clothing, and shelter, education, and good health.  A 
privilege or a reward are actions or things which are either given or earned; with children, 
by adults. 

What are some examples of privileges for children?  

Video games, television time, dessert, extra time doing something they like, etc. 

What is positive reinforcement?  

It’s the addition of a behavior or response after your child does something which you want 
them to do.  It’s either verbal or addition of some activity or privilege.  

What happens if you use positive reinforcement?  

There is a high likelihood the desired behavior will happen again. 

What is differential reinforcement?   

It can be used to catch your child doing something desired, even if for a few seconds and 
praise them. For example, if your child is throwing a tantrum on the floor, you ignore him 
until he stops. When he stops, you can go over to him and say, “I like how quiet you’re 
being.” That is differential reinforcement.   

Name five ways to praise a child.  

Use positive words and upbeat tone of voice.  “Way to go”, “Good job”, “You did really 
nice work”, “I’m very proud of you. 


